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SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1995/96 Members who already pay their subscription under a 
Deed of Covenant will receive an individual reminder 

Members are reminded that their subscriptions for the when their current Covenant expires. 
year l 095/96 become due on 1st September 1995 . A 
renewal form is enclosed with this Newsletter. 

The subscription rates are unchanged from last year 
at :-

Ordinary Member 
Joint Member 
Family Member 
Junior Member 
Institutional Member 

£ 11.00 
£13.00 
£15.00 
£ 5.00 

£18.00 

Overseas Members should pay their subscription in 
Sterling. 

DEED OF COVENANT 

If you pay Income Tax you can make your 
subscription worth more to the Society. As a 
Registered Charity the Society can claim a rebate 
from the Inland Revenue for the Income Tax that you 
have already paid on the value of your subscript ion to 
the Society. All that is required is for you to agree to 
pay your subscription to the Society for a minimum 
of four years. A form is enclosed with this 
Newsletter to enable you to make this declarat ion. 

MAGPIE MINE ENGINE HOUSE 

The specification for the work that is required to be 
done in order to stabilise the Magpie Mine Engine 
House has been agreed by the Society and English 
Heritage. Following this agreement, the Society has 
now received confirmation of the grant that English 
Heritage will make towards the cost of this work. 
The Society is now in a position to finance the cost 
of the stabilisation work and at the time of writing 
these notes the contract is in the course of being let. 
It is hoped that by the 
time this Newsletter is published, the work on the 
Engine House will be in progress 

Whilst the Society has received grants and other 
contributions which will provide a large proportion 
of the cost of this work, some monies will still have 
to be provided from the Society's reserves. Any 
other contribution towards the cost of this work will 
be gratefully received. 



CONSERVATION HERITAGE \VALK
ELDON, PEAK FOREST AREA 

The Society's Preservation Study Group Convenor, 
Dr. Jim Rieuwerts, has arranged three visits to areas 
of interest to mining enthusiasts in the present year. 
The first of these was held in the vicinity of Eldon 
Hill on Saturday, 21st April. 

Several of the would-be participants failed to find 
Eldon Lane but eventually all 20 attendees were 
united with the leader on a hillside in an environment 
that was becoming more inhospitable by the minute. 
The first area visited, Watt's Groove (known in the 
17th century as White Rake) and Joule (Jowle) 
Grove, was pockmarked by shafts either run-in or 
capped. The importance of the remaining surface 
features was stressed. These include winding and 
climbing shafts, two gin circles and a crushing circle 
with a damaged wheel. The water supply was a 
well-defined hollow and must have been supplied by 
rain and snow, as no water course was evident. The 
impressive surface remains along Oxlow Rake could 
be seen in the distance, as was the position of the 
13th century Wardlow Copp mines on the eastern 
skyline. 

As the ground levelled out, more signs of mining 
activity were seen, both ancient and modern. The 
ancient mounds and hollows gave little indications of 
the vast workings underground but the modern 
remains gave all too well an indication of how much 
material had been extracted before the opencast was 
abandoned. 

By this time, the weather was in turn raining, hailing 
or snowing, all seemingly driven horizontal by the 
wind. The shelter of the wall at Portway Mine, 
marking the boundary of the Castleton and Peak 
Forest liberties, gave the day a touch ofluxury while 
we ate and our Chairman recorded the bedraggled 
party for posterity. 

Across the hill towards Eldon Quarry we passed the 
"Slitherstones" Mine. The name seems to have been 
"invented" by the Ordanance Survey because the 
Peak Forest Barmasters books do not refer to such a 
name. Beginning at the Castleton/Peak Forest 
Liberty boundary, the workings were known as Two 
Rakes Head, passing westwardly to Barber's Mine 
and finally to Windle and Rush Mine. The workings 
are untouched and, together with other untouched 
rakes in the area, form important archaeological 
surface features. The necessity for a constant 

Wet through and chilled to Lhe marrow at Jowle Grove Mine - Jim Rieuwerts 
(wearing socks for gloves) tells the history of the mine. Photo by Linda Bussey 
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watching brief was stressed, any disturbance should 
be reported immediately 

The name Windle and Rush can be traced to the 
practice in this part of north - west Derbyshire of 
"rush bearung" - carrying rushes into church on Palm 
Sunday. 

The party then walked over Eldon Hill, passed a 
motorcycle track and two natural sink holes to 
Burning Drake Mine with its belland yard , crushing 
circle and wheel, two climbing shafts and a mined 
coe with a small fireplace. This site is a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument. A "burning drake" is a shooting 
star and the superstition was that ore would be found 
where it appeared to come to earth. 

The wind at this exposed place was such that 
remaining upright was becoming very difficult and 
Dr. Rieuwerts, having previously agreed that the 
walk would be shorter than intended, led the group 
down the hill to Eldon Hole. This was the first sight 
of the famous chasm for some of us (but not, it 
seems, for the Hon. Treasurer, who misspent some of 
his youth in the area). There are many tales told of 
the Hole, such as the goose which was thrown into it 
and appeared some time later from Peak Cavern with 
its feathers singed! The first exploration was said to 
have been undertaken when a man was lowered 
down and emerged as a gibbering idiot. One of our 
number surmised that only a gibbering idiot would 
have allowed himself to be lowered down in the first 
place. Eldon Hole is now surrounded by a stout wire 
fence, an old book quoted a local farmer as saying 
that "during his time, two or three walls had 
disappeared and been replaced". 

The turn-out for the walk was gratifying in the light 
of the weather forecast and probably reflected Dr. 
Rieuwerts's reputation in his field We are extremely 
grateful to him for leading the trip and are only sorry 
that it was not possible for him to impart all of the 
information that he had intended. He has promised 
to incorporate some of it in his Castleton walk on 
10th June. 
Keith Gregory & Jim Rieuwerts 

RESCUE FROM MANDALE MINE, 
LA THKILL DA LE 

Two cavers were trapped in Mandale Mine recently 
after another caver dislodged a keystone by bumping 
his head on the roof The di slodged stone allowed 
the roof to collapse and thi s blocked the passage and 
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thus trapped two of his colleagues who had gone on 
ahead. 

Firemen removed the concrete cap from the Mandate 
Shaft to provide access for rescue equipment and 
Derbyshire Cave Rescue members carefully dug 
through the fall to the trapped cavers. 

Happily, the cavers were rescued after about four 
hours .. 
(Abstract from The Star (Sheffield). HM Parker) 

PARKSIDE COLLIERY 

The concrete head frames of Parkside Colliery were 
blown up on 9th October 1994. This event marked 
the end of the last deep pit on the Lancashire 
Coalfield. (SCMC) 

SOCIETY MEETS 

I. DEVONSHIRE MINE AND LONG TOR 
GROTTO, MATLOCK BATH 

Sunday 30th July 1995 

Leader:- Paul Chandler 

These are easy/moderate grade mines. The first mine 
to be visited will be to Devonshire Mine and 
members are advised to bring knee pads if they wish 
to visit the far reaches of this mine. There is one 
tight squeeze which has to be negotiated and it is a 
strenuous trip to the far reaches of this mine. 

The second mine to be visited is Long Tor Grotto. 
This is an easy walkabout mine but the entrance 
passage contains knee deep, possibly polluted, water. 
After this short wet section the rest of the mine is 
dry. 

Meet at 10.00am outside the Peak District Mining 
Museum at Matlock Bath. 

2. SOCIETY VISIT TO ELSECA R 

SA TU RDA Y I 2th August 1995 

Organiser:- Alan Mutter 

Elsecar, near Barnsley, was once a thri ving industrial 
area. It is now the centre for a living museum where 
you may visit the Newcomen Engine, the Heritage 
Walk, the Elsecar People's Museum and the Power 



House, with the day culminating with a ride on a 
Steam Train. 
PDMHS members and working groups have been 
invited to take part in a day of activity on Saturday 
12th August 1995, under the guidance ofElsecar 
enthusiasts. Other than a payment of£ 1 . 00 per head 
for the Steam Train ride, everything else is free . A 
reciprocal visit for the staff and volunteers of Elsecar 
to the PDMHS facilities in Derbyshire is being 
arranged . 

For funher information, please refer to the enclosed 
sheet. It is essential that all bookings for this event 
are sent to Alan Mutter by post. Telephone bookings 
will not be accepted. Please use the booking slips 
that are on the enclosure. 

3. LEAD MINING IN SWALEDALE 

SATURDAY 12th August 1995 

Organiser:- Jim Spencer (PDMHS) 

Leader:- Sallie Bassham (NMRS) 

This surface walk in Swaledale has been organised by 
Jim Spencer on behalf of the Manchester Geological 
Association and it has the general theme of "lead 
mining and remains". PDMHS members are invited 
to attend the meet. 

Swaledale is the most highly mineralised part of the 
southern reaches of the North Pennine Orefield, with 
rich galena and fluorspar deposits in an east-west 
trending fault zone. It was once the centre of intense 
mining activity . During the walk the lead industry of 
Swaledale will be examined within its geological 
context, particularly appreciating the environmental 
impact of heavy metal extraction. We will walk 
north from Gunnerside village up Gunnerside Gill, 
past dressing floors and extraction sites, to 
Blackethwaite smelting mill. The return will be along 
the west side of the valley so that the sites already 
seen can be put in a wider context. 

The walk will take about six hours to complete. 

Meet at 1 O.OOam in Gunnerside village by the Library 
Institute (951984). Bring a packed lunch. 
waterproofs and walking boots. 

4. WINSTER BONSALL AREA 

SATURDAY 2nd September 1995 

Leader:- Dr Jim Rieuwens 
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This is a Conservation/Heritage walk. Meet at the 
Miner's Standard, Winster, at 10.30arn. Please park 
on the Top Car Park or as directed by the licensee, 
PDMHS member Brian Saville. 

Motor transport will be used to travel to the various 
sites. 

The locations to be visited are Winster Pitts 
(huddling complex, surface extraction of very low 
grade ores), Gorseydale Mines, Whitlow Mines 
(intensive shallow workings on boxwork of scrims), 
Bonsall Lees (many shafts, coes, buddies; an almost 
unique survival of concentrated area of small 
miner/farmer lead mines) and Bonsall Lees Sough 
Mines. 

5. KNOTLOW MINE, MONY ASH 

Sunday 10th September 1995 

Leader:- Paul Chandler 

This is a diflicult grade meet with the Knotlow Mine 
climbing shaft route rigged for abseil/ladders. There 
are three pitches to be negotiated (50ft, 35ft and 
25f1). A superb "cotlin" level at the bottom of the 
mine will be explored . This mine contains an active 
stream and is rather wet. 

All members attending this meet MUST be 
conversant with abseil/ladder techniques and have 
their own descender, sit harness etc. The party will 
be restricted to 8 participants, all of whom must be 
P DMHS members. 
To book your place, and to obtain further details, 
please contact Paul Chandler, tel:- (01246) 220773 
(evenings only). 

6. LA KE DISTRICT MINES WEEKEND 

Saturday/Sunday 7th/8th October 1995 

Organiser:- Paul Chandler 

This is a joint meet with the Cumbria Amenity Trust 
and the Masson Caving Group. 

Saturday - Force Crag (Barytes) Mine, near Keswick 

This is a moderate/difficult grade trip. It is a through 
trip involving shon abseil s (20 - 30ft) and climbing 
fixed ladders. Equipment required, in addition to 
normal caving gear, is sit harness and descender. 
Don't forget your camera. 



Sunday - Honister Slate Mine, near Keswick 

Easy trip, bring your camera. 
For further further information, meeting times, 
accommodation etc, please contact Paul Chandler, 
tel:- (01246) 220773 (evenings only). 

7. MIDDLETON DALF: MINE LEVELS, 
STONY MIDDLETON 

Sunday 5th November 1995 

Leader:- Paul Chandler 

Details in next Newsletter 

8. SALTS LEVEL/DEEP ECTON, ECTON 
COPPER MINES 

Sunday 3rd December 1995 

This meet is to be confirmed. Please note that this 
meet is on the day following the AGM and Annual 
Dinner. 

UNDERGROUND TRIPS FOR 1996 

If members would like to visit specific mines or cave, 
locally in Derbyshire or in other parts of the UK, then 
please contact Paul Chandler and he will try to make 
the appropriate arrangements. 

Underground trips being planned for 1996 include 
Mendip Mines Weekend, Mines in the London area 
and a Northern Dales Mines Weekend. Locally, trips 
being considered are to Ashford Black Marble Mine, 
Jugholes (mine and cave) and Watericicle Close 
Mine. 

ACCESS INFORMATION 

1. Tearsall Pipe Caverns No2 and Brightgate Cave 

Contact Mr Walker, Brightgate Farm, Bonsall Moor. 
There is a 50p fee per person, payable for either of 
the two underground locations. TPC No2 access lids 
are Jocked and bolted , the keys and spanners are 
available from Mr Walker. 

2. Old Ash Mine, Northern Dale, Wensley 

The entrance to Old Ash Mine has been gated. ln 
order to gain access to the mine please write to the 
farmer, Mr R Greatorex, Lobby Farm, Oker, 
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Matlock, Derbyshire, (enclosing a SAE) A 
refundable deposit is required for the key. Also 
included in the permission will be a specific route to 
be walked from the farm to the mine. 
The farmer is prohibiting descent of the Main 
Drawing Shaft because of the dangerous state of the 
shaft collar. Any attempt to descend this shaft will 
stop all access to the mine. This shaft is to be capped 
later in the year. 

lt is regretted that this action has had to be taken but 
it is due to the unruly action of a few cavers who 
have spoiled it for the rest of the mining/caving 
community. 

NB Members are advised that there is NO definitive 
footpath through Northern Dale. This dale is a SSSI 
(Site of Special Scientific Interest} and is monitored 
by English Nature and the Peak Park. Please respect 
the Dale and leave no litter. 

NEW MEMBERS 

Mr G A Bowering "Chert Cottage", Great 
Longstone, Bakewell, Derbys, 
DE451TG 

Mr SJ Mead 

Mr N Rowley 

Mr D JHale 
& Family 

Dr & Mrs K A Oak 

Mr D Wagstaff 

l 06 Northwood Lane, Darley 
Dale, Matlock, Derbys, DE4 
2HS 
6 Greengales Court, Wheldrake, 
York, Y04 6BX 
12 Gayton Av, Littleover, 
Derby, DE23 7GA 
58 Canterbury Rd, Colchester, 
Essex, C02 7RU 
Pandy Pare, Llandyfrydog, 
Llanerchymedd, Gwynedd, 
LL71 SAY 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

Mr I Pickin High Water House, Leswalt, 
Stranraer, DG9 ORQ 

Great Orme Exploration Society 
Mr David Edwards, Hon Sec, 24 Maelgwyn 

Rd, Llandudno, Gwynedd, 
LL30 2YN 

MARPLES PAPERS, GUILDHALL LlilRARY, 
LONDON 

Society members will be interested to learn about an 
import ant collection of Derbyshire lead mining 



papers that were recently unearthed by the writer. 
Research into the documents is not yet complete. 

Richard Marples, Auditor to the Dean and Chapter of 
St Paul's Cathedral during the first half of the 18th 
Century, was a shareholder in several Derbyshire lead 
mines. A collection of nine bundles of papers 
relating to his business affairs are preserved as part of 
the St Paul's Cathedral, Dean and Chapter Archive. 
The Archive is housed at the Guildhall Library in the 
City of London. Seven of the bundles relate mainly 
to Derbyshire mines but include some subordinate 
material about mines in North Wales. The collection, 
though small in volume, is of particular importance 
because much of the information that it contains is 
not repeated in manuscripts that are held elsewhere. 

The collection may be summarised as follows:-

1732 - 1738 Correspondence relating to the driving 
of Stoke Sough - principally from Henry Thornhill of 
Stanton Hall, but also from the agent, John Botham 
ofWensley. Thornhill's letters comment on the great 
difficulties encountered in the sinking of Stoke 
Engine Shafts; expectations of driving out of the 
shale into the limestone and finding the Great 
Hucklow Edge Vein buried deep beneath Stoke 
Moor; comments about Richard Bagshawe and 
partners at the rival Maglough Sough being driven 
with the same objective. There is a vivid description 
of the breaching of the water in the sough forefield as 
the limestone was approached. 

Bothams letters also contain details of men "damped" 
in the sough in 1734; they also contain vivid details 
of the inrush of water inundating the sough and 
causing much damage to the level. 

1731 - 1739 Correspondence relating to Yatestoop 
6(Stoop) Mine - from Thornhill, Nicholas Twigg and 
William Soresby. This includes details of the 
installation of two previously unrecorded "Fire 
Engines" at the mine. Mr Hornblower, the well 
known engineer associated with the installation of 
many Newcomen pumping engines, is frequently 
mentioned. There are several detailed descriptions of 
the workings; mining ore in the "blackbedds"; driving 
the "Leville"; carrying the workings into Birchover 
Liberty; miners killed by falls of stone; the great size 
of the pipe and the considerable volume of water 
continually threatening to inundate the mine. 

1731 - 1738 Miscellaneous letters refer to Wardlow 
Sough; mines in the Winster area, namely 
Horsebuttocks Mine, Drake Mine, Mary and Anne, 
Ragmans Venture; and Windmill Mine, Wensley. 
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Besides the correspondence there are reckonings, 
charges and quantities of ore raised for many mines, 
though the sequences are not always complete. 
These are as follows:-

1717 - 1734 The Eyam Edge mines of Middletons 
Engine, Old Engine, New Engine, Bradshaws Engine 
and Morewoods Engine. 

1725 - 1734 Water Groove Mine, Wardlow. 
1710 - 1713 Y atestoop Mine, Winster. 
1 720 - 1728 Yatestoop Mine, Winster (profit/loss 
only) 
1728 - 1733 Yatestoop Mine, Winster. 
1733 - 1737 Yatestoop Mine, Winster (profit/loss 
only) 
1717 - 1734 Plackett Mine, Winster 
1730 - 1736 Burning Drake, Winster. 
1713 - 173 8 Mill Close Groves, Winster. 
1730 - 1738 Windmill Mine, Wensley. 
1 724 - 1734 Goodluck Mine, in the Bithoms, 
Wensley. 
1722 - 173 8 Oxclose Mine, Snitterton, Matlock. 
1723 - 1738 Grymes Groves, Hartle 
1710 - 1715 Towns Grove, probably at Matlock. 
J Rieuwerts 

SURVEYING THROUGH THE EYES OF THE 
SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT 

Early in 1980 Dave Warriner and myself (Norman 
Birkett) had just finished the survey of Ringing Rake 
Sough at Matlock Bath and we were then actively 
surveying other underground sites. This article is an 
account by the assistant, commonly known as the 
drudge as in drudgery or the job unwanted, of the 
survey of Fritchly Sough. 

After reading a report by fellow intrepid explorers 
about the sough that was known as Fritchly, it was 
decided by others that a follow up was needed to 
push it to its far reaching depths. With this in mind, a 
well equipped and experienced team of cheerful 
souls, myself excluded, set forth on this adventure. 
They were determined to ascertain for themselves the 
accuracy of the report of gas which prevented further 
exploration of the said sough after approximately 500 
ft. This party did, in fact, find the gas. 

It was shortly after this second trip, the same evening 
to be precise, that I met his worship, the surveyor, 
for a quiet drink at the local. During the evening's 
discussion, the surveyor pointed out that the sough 
really ought to be surveyed and he assumed that I 
would be the drudge. He then went on to invite, or 
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press gang as it used to be termed, a third person to 
act as the clerk. The job of the clerk is to write down 
the bearings and distances between stations and also 
to record any historical and geological facts that 
would be observed en route. It was pointed out to 

those who had not been on the previous trips, i.e. the 
drudge and the clerk, that with a smaller team the air 
available should last a little longer. In addition the 
higher atmospheric pressure on this visit would help 
keep the gas or methane at bay. We too were drawn 
into the web of intrigue which surrounded this, still 
open, passage. 

So it was that our small team met for a late afternoon 
attack. On reaching the site we changed into wet 
suits and overalls and syked ourselves up for the job 
in hand. I proceeded behind the leader to the 
location of the sough tail, though it looked more like 
a rabbit hole in the wall than a sough, It was only 18 
ins wide and 20ins high with Sins of water flowing 
over the floor. 

I was invited to go backwards into this cavernous 
space, aided by verbal encouragement and a sharp 
pointed stick, so that sightings could be taken off my 
cap lamp as I grovelled through the orifice in a flat 
out backwards crawl, muttering to myself "how 
uncomfortable this position really is 1111 " . All of 
these antics were much to the amusement of the 
neighbouring householder and her son. They could 
not quite reason out why the local lunatic society had 
chosen to visit the hole in the bottom of their garden 
wall for their day out. The trip had started. 

Much to my relief the height of the sough passage 
increased afi:er approx. 6ft and I could attain a hands 
and knees posture. Those more fort unate mortals 
who are able to enter the sough in a "head first" 
configuration, will note that the key stone of the 
arch, which extends back for 2ft, has the date of 
1753 inscribed on it. This inscription is still clear 
and shows little sign of weathering. 
The sough was cut in the form of a trench (cut and 
cover) for some 44ft before it reached bedrock 
through which it could be driven. This feature can 
clearly be seen from inside the sough where the sides 
are of packed stone with slabs to form the roof In 
this section the water rose to an average depth of 
about l 4ins. After passing this walled and slabbed 
section, the sough is driven through sandstone grit 
with bands of shale which dipped at an angle of 40°. 
The thickness of these bands gradually increased until 
they replaced the sandstone grit at l 32ft in from the 
entrance. 
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The size of the passage through this section had 
increased to 4ft 6ins in height and had obtained a 
width of 2ft 6ins which made travel much more 
comfortable even though the water had also 
increased to 2ft in depth. After a further 28ft the 
passage goes through archwork which is only 14 to 
l 6ins wide with a height of 3ft and is 90ft long. This 
is the first of three arched workings to be seen in the 
sough, all of which are built with gritstone blocks 
which are laid dry and rely solely on their shape and 
the external pressure bearing down on them for the 
support. They still stand today in perfect condition, a 
tribute to the craftsmen who constructed them. 
Shortly after the archwork, the passage size changed 

·to 6ft high by 6ft wide though travel was hindered by 
an uneven floor covered with mud to a depth of 9ins. 
The underfoot conditions made it difficult to walk 
backwards for the sightings to be taken. 

The water depth varied between 6ins and 3ft and the 
mud was covered with a calcite layer that collapsed 
when walked upon. Moving inbye, we reached the 
first junction where we rested for a short time and ate 
our Mars Bars to give us the energy needed to work, 
rest and play. At a junction the branch was taken. 
All the strata in thi s particular area is badly faulted 
and it seems to have caused particular grief to the 
soughers since at the next junction, the passage on 
the left that formed the original route and which also 
contains an archway, a total collapse was found . 

Still pursuing the job in hand, we turned back and 
followed the right-hand passage where, once again, I 
was compelled by circumstances in the shape of an 
archway, the last to be met thank goodness, to travel 
flat out backwards in the interest of speleology. 

This was the area where we were to encounter the 
gas that had caused the trouble on the previous trips, 
though the steady progress made when surveying 
helped to make breathing reasonable. On we went 
past the last forefi eld and the by-pass driven round 
the bottom of an air shaft . It was shortly after 
surveying through the by-pass that the sound of 
falling or fast moving water could be heard and we 
pressed on up the passage to where the sounds were 
emitting, surveying as we went. The rate of progress 
was now much slower as the oxygen content was 
steadily reducing. 

After rounding a bend, a blockage in the passage 
came into full view and the water could be seen 
cascading forth . From this bend a long run of the 
tape was taken as I crept up to the fall, resting for a 
few moments to recover my breath. If consuming 
gas can be counted as breathing. The last bearing 



was taken, along with the distance, height and width 
of the passage. As I wound up the tape, a quick 
estimate as to the problem of the blockage was taken. 
Although not completely blocked to the roof, a dig 
seems impossible without the aid of air tanks. 
Normal manual work could not be undertaken in this 
area because the slightest movement leads to 
breathlessness and leaves the worker gasping with a 
tight chested feeling, and dizzy from light headiness. 
The job done we, the drudge, the clerk and himself, 
proceeded back to daylight, or should I say dusk as it 
turned out to be. Still, that was another one 
surveyed, thanks to the surveyor. Oh! !I, don't forget 
the drudge and the clerk. 

PS. Such trips should not be undertaken by 
novices. All of the persons who explored and 
surveyed this sough had substantial experience in 
these activities. They knew well their limitations, and 
those of their associates. They where capable of 
dealing with such problems as may occur. 
N. Birkell. 

RECENT REPORTS ON EARLY MINING 

The last decade has seen a great deal of innovative 
work on early mining in the British Isles and the 
results of some of that research is now being 
published. Two major reports have recently been 
brought out which give a new and fascinating insight 
into the origins and development of metal mining in 
Britain and Ireland. 

The Mount Gabriel Mines in Co Cork became well 
known in the l 960's when the late John Jackson 
obtained a Bronze Age radiocarbon date from 
charcoal in one of the mine tips. During the 1980's 
the mines were subjected to a programme of 
intensive archaeological investigation which has now 
been published by the excavator. Dr W O'Brien, as 
Mount Gabriel - Bronze Age Mining in Ireland 
(Galway University Press 1994, £30.00). The report 
is a model of its kind and provides an historical 
introduction to mining in the Mizen peninsula, a 
detailed archaeological and geological account of the 
excavation, its results and a wide ranging discussion 
of the place of Mount Gabriel in the development of 
Irish and European mining in late prehistory. The 
report must be the most detailed account of a single 
mine ever produced and although this particular site 
is prehistoric the techniques employed by O'Brien can 
- and indeed should - be applied with equal effect on 
mines of the medieval and post-medieval periods. 
Industrial archaeologists still have much to learn from 
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the methods employed by their more rigorous 
prehistoric colleagues. 

The Great Orme Mines will be familiar to many 
Society members and the discovery of the extensive 
Bronze Age workings in the area must rank as one of 
the most exciting events in mining history studies 
during the last few years. Prehistoric Copper Mining 
on the Great Orme, Llandudno, ·Gwynedd by Andrew 
Dutton and Peter Fasham (Proceedings of the 
Prehistoric Society 60, 1994, pp245-286) is a 
detailed account of the surface excavations 
undertaken around Vivian's Shaft between 1988 and 
1992 by the Gwynedd Archaeological Trust. The 
report details the investigation of the opencast and 
surface vein system, describes the archaeological 
discoveries and includes a contribution by D A 
Jenkins on the geological context of the mines. It is 
instructive to see how much archaeological evidence 
could be retrieved from what was initially regarded as 
a reclamation site in need of modem landscaping and, 
as Dutton says in a footnote to this report, "it is to be 
hoped that other (mine) sites, irrespective of their 
age, will benefit from a balanced assessment of their 
worth especially in terms of potential for long-term 
preservation, access and interpretation". The report 
on the exploration and 
excavation of the deep prehistoric workings on the 
Orme is to be published elsewhere and must be 
awaited with anticipation. 
John Pickin 

O\VLET MTN E AND LONG RAKE MINE 

On 19th February 1995 some eighteen members met 
for trips down Owlet Mine at Matlock Bath and 
Long Rake Mine at Y oulgrave. The trip to Long 
Rake replaced the advertised trip into Yatestope 
Sough. The sough was impassable due to very high 
water levels. 

The members and friends met Chris Heathcote at 
the Peak District Mining Museum before plodding up 
to the entrance to Owlet mine in fine bright weather. 
Those of us who had not b~en into Owlet Mine 
before were surprised at how much spar is left and 
even a few nodules of galena were found. Having 
sounded off to school parties for years about the old 
man driving levels using fires and gads, I was very 
impressed with the fire-set level. The walls are still 
blackened with soot centuries after the level was 
driven and it is so restricted that there seems hardly 
any room to strike with a hammer. 
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The weather outside was deteriorating by the time 
we scrambled down the debris-filled slope and onto 
the 300ft level at long Rake. This is a very 
interesting trip with plenty of modern mining relics to 
see. In one section there are straw st<Jlactites 10-12 
inches long and which nearly meet and touch 6 inch 
stalagmite columns, the whole lot growing down off 
polythene sheeting! Further along the level there 
were ''poached eggs" on the floor and small 
flowstone curtains hanging down from galvanised 
"wriggly tin". 

Jn the 1970"s PDMHS members recovered some 
mining equipment from this mine after mining of spar 
had ended. In those days the descent into the mine 
was in a cage, the winding system being driven by a 
steam engine that had been modified to operate on 
compressed air. There is still plenty of steelwork in 
the vicinity of the sh<Jft. 

Many thanks to Chris for leading a very interesting 
day. 
Brian Woodall 

MINING Hb~lTAGE WALKS IN THE LAKE 
DISTRICT- 1995 

The following walks <Jround L<Jke District mining 
sites are organised by the Caldbeck Mining Museum. 
They all start at 10.30am. Boots should be worn and 
waterproof and spare clothing shou Id b;; carried . 
Participants should carry a packed lunch and most of 
the walks will take at least 5hrs to complete There 
is a charge of £2. 50 per person. 

The walks are:-

30th July - Greenside Mine. Meet at the Tourist 
Office car park at Glenridding 

28th August - Goldscope Mine and Newl<Jnds Valley. 
Meet at the bridge near Littletown Church. 

24th September - Roughten Gill Mine. Meet at 
Fellside near Caldbeck. 

For further information, please phone (01228) 
561883. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS 

"The Mining Journal 1860 - An Index of British and 
Irish Mines and Mining Companies" compiled by 
Peter Claughton. 47 pages, softbound Cost £5.00 
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From Abbey Consols to Ystrad Owen Colliery; a 
comprehensive index of all of the references to mines 
and mining activity as reported in the Mining Journal 
for the year of 1860. It includes all of the 
advertisements. 

"Mining in Shropshire" edited by Adrian Pearce, 
published by Shropshire Books. Paperback, 
illustrated with photographs and drawings. Cost 
£7.95. 

Today there are no working mines left in Shropshire. 
This book provides an illustrated history of the main 
mining areas of the county. It describes the working 
conditions, equipment and methods used in the 
extraction of the minerals. It also discusses the 
mixed fortunes of the mine owners. Each section 
contains a field guide to any remains that can still be 
seen. 

"Manifold Light Railway" by Lindsey Porter. 
Published by Ashbourne Editions. Cost £4.95. 

This is <l new publication of illustrations of the 
Manifold Light Railway. It includes a previously 
unpublished photograph of Ecton that was taken 
about 1900 This photograph shows the dressing 
floors and the site of the two buddies etc. 

"Seathwaite Wad and The Mines of the Borrowdale 
Valley" by l<ln Tyler. 220 pages with over I 20 
photographs, rliagrams and illustrations. Softbacked. 
Published by Blue Rock Publications, cost £13.99. 

This book p<lints a wide canvas of life in the 
Borrowd<Jk Valley through hundreds of years. It 
describes the rough and tumble of working the mines, 
of the daring and foolhardy smugglers and of the 
elusive magic<JI Seathwaite Wad. 

ECTON COPPER MINES 

Evidence of mining activity in the early seventeenth 
century at Ecton, or other North Staffordshire 
non-ferrous metal mines, is rather sc<Jrce. There is 
reference to "excellent copper ore of some mines in 
St<Jffordshire" by Gerard Malynes in 1622, but no 
specific reference is made to Ecton. In 1630 the lead 
mines of Staffordshire were recorded as belonging to 
Sir Richard Fleetwood of Colwich and Mr Hurt. 
Until now, the earliest record for Ecton has been 
1654 when 2 loads and 4 dishes of ore (probably 
lead) were sold by Jeremiah Rhodes (see page 17 of 
"The Copper & Lead Mines of Ecton Hill, 
Staffordshire" by John Robey & Lindsey Porter) 



The Ashbourne News of 1909 contains several 
articles by the Rev W Beresford, whose family lived 
at Beresford Hall in earlier times. One of his articles 
was about Ecton, largely quoting the Efford article of 
1769. Beresford states that the Alstonfield parish 
register records that on 23rd July 1642, one "Millar 
ofWessyd, being dawpt in a groane at Eckton" was 
buried. In 1652 George Lomas, also ofWessyd, met 
with the same fate. "Wessyd" is clearly West Side, 
situated just upstream of Apes Tor, Ecton, and I 
think we can safely assume that the reference to a 
"groane" was poor handwriting and the writer meant 
"grove" or mine. 

If "dawpt" really should have read as "dampt", then 
we have an early references of gassing. Gassing in a 
mine is not unique, for gas in a reopened shaft at 
Butterton Ford, southwest of Ecton, claimed several 
lives 150 years ago. A plaque in the Butterton 
church records this fact and more detail is given in 
the addendum of Garner's "History of Staffordshire" 
of 1844. Moreover, the mine was being worked a 
dozen years prior to the previous earliest reference. 
It is also worth noting that Geoff Cox of Ecton told 
me that radiocarbon dating of a piece of stem pie 
from the pipe workings above Salts Level was dated 
to about the time of the Civil War. I am not aware 
that the dating report was ever published, or that it 
even still exists, but this note serves as an indicator 
that seventeenth century working of the Ecton pipe 
had reached that depth 
Lindsey Porter 

ELDON HILL QUARRY, NEAR CASTLETON -
FRIDAY STH MAY 1995 

Paul Chandler led a party of 17 members on a walk 
around this working limestone quarry, with the 
guidance of the Assistant Quarry Manager, Mr 
Crawford-Stuart. 

Most of the typical quarry operations were taking 
place, including drilling, loading, crushing and 
grading - perhaps on another visit we may be 
fortunate enough to see some blasting. 

The scale of the operation dwarfs the visitor and, 
although quarrying attracts the ire of many 
environmentalists, the sheer magnificence of the site 
is exhilarating. 

The quarry is approaching the end of its legally 
imposed life even though many million tons of 
winnable material remain to be extracted. The 
company have submitted a scheme to the Peak Park 
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authorities to extend the life of the quarry for another 
seven years, during which time the site will be 
landscaped to form a "dry valley" and the buildings, 
plant etc completely removed. 

This proposal is currently being considered by the 
Peak Park and we inspected the pictorial exhibition 
and saw the video which was part of the 
presentation. 

Geologically, Eldon Hill Quarry is working the 
carboniferous limestones, formed about 3 50 million 
years ago in warm shallow seas. These are the Chee 
Tor Rock and Millers Dale Beds, known collectively, 
in the absence of the Lower Millers Dale Lava, as the 
Bee Low Limestones. 

The Chee Tor Rock, the lower of the two types, is 
pale, massive and fine grained with characteristic 
vertical joints. The Millers Dale Beds are pale and 
massive with, generally, a uniform lithology. Fossils 
tend to be restricted to bands within both rocks. 

The mineralised veins run E/W to NE/SW through 
Eldon Hill and those seen contained mostly calcite 
with some barite and galena. 
Evelyn Dixon and Alan Mutter 

HISTORY OF Ml NOR METALS AND 
MINERALS CONFERENCE 

This conference is being organised by PDMHS and 
will be held at the Peak District Mining Museum on 
18th and 19th November 1995. Full details of this 
conference will be given in the next edition of the 
Newsletter. 

There is now a "call for papers" to be presented at · 
this conference. Papers on the following topics are 
sought but further suggestions will be welcomed. 
The topics that are requested are on abrasives, 
refractories, fluxes, ornamental stones and minerals, 
muds, pigments, medicaments, absorbants, mordants, 
chemicals, fertilisers, land-based oil, dimension 
stones, minor metallic ores (therefore not iron, 
copper, lead or tin), non metallic minerals, limekilns 
etc. 

The papers will be published as a special edition of 
the PDMHS Bulletin, similar to Mining Before 
Powder. 

For fui1her information, please write to Evelyn 
Dixon, Peak District Mining Museum, Matlock Bath, 
Derbys, DE4 3NR or telephone (01773) 823020. 



-

SRT/LADDER/ABSEILTRAINING DAY 

On 12th March 1995, a group of members took 
advantage of the excellent opportunity, made 
possible by Paul Chandler in conjunction with the 
Masson Caving Group, to learn the art of SRT from 
the experts in their practice area in Devonshire 
Cavern. We soon discovered that this was intensive 
training by a team that was able to retain their sanity 
and humour in spite of our somewhat undignified 
attempts at applying the technique. 

Once we had mastered the complexity of adjusting 
the SR T harness, our descents were all very smooth, 
thanks to the patience of Dave and Margaret. The 
ascent proved to be more difficult, each one of us 
having tried several different styles. This only goes 
to prove that "practice makes perfect" but not in the 
attic at home, as one unfortunate person discovered 
when the rope parted from the rafter and he crashed 
through the ceiling below and left him lying comatose 
in a smashed bath! In the meantime, in preparation 
for the "big day" I can be seen rehearsing my SRT 
technique using a large tree in the garden. 

Abseiling using the rack method was simply a very 
smooth glide down to Mike who was ably assisting 
Paul. Having also tried the Figure 8 system, we now 
had a working knowledge of alternative descent 
systems. 

Andy, perched high on a ledge above us, was in 
charge ofladder climbing. To climb an electron 
ladder requires strength and co-ordination and thank 
goodness for the safety line. My style is more akin to 
bungee jumping! However, further attempts left me 
feeling much more confident - Gaping Ghyll here I 
come! 

Just one final successful session back at the SR T 
pitch before de-rigging, having completed what was a 
most enjoyable and informative day for our group 

Thanks to Paul Chandler, Dave Webb, Andy 
Beardmore, Margaret Beresford and Mike Walsh for 
their help and for the use of their equipment on the 
day. 
Veronica Payne 

PREHISTORY OF MINING CONFERENCE 
This conference, running from 19th -25th August, 
has been arranged by the Early Mining Research 
Group and the British Museum. It will in London 
and then move to Bangor. 
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Further information from Paul Craddock, tel:- 0171 
323 8797. 

RHOSYDD PLANNING PERMISSION 

The planning permission (approved) was the biggest 
application the Gwynedd County Council have dealt 
with for many years. It involved the longest 
committee meeting etc, but it now looks as though it 
will be challenged. A I 0 minute video of the site was 
produced as several of the councillors were not fit 
enough to go up the track to see the site. (Welsh 
Mining Society) 

OLD ASH MINE, WENSLEY 

On a day which saw the continuation of the beautiful 
first week in May, ten people left behind the delights 
of Matlock Bath and joined Paul Chandler on 
Bonsall Moor. By kind permission of the owners of 
Tearsall and Brightgate Farms, Paul was to lead a 
trip into Old Ash Mine in Northern Dale. 

During the walk across the fields, we inspected the 
lidded and locked shafts on Tearsall Pipe Caverns 
and were given a description of the ease of access 
and workings below. A 300 foot shaft with "nothing 
much at the bottom" was followed by an inspection 
of the surface end of the 150 foot shaft into Old Ash 
Mine. The large oval shaft is ginged and covered by 
wooden planks, a tipping chassis and some 
decorative fencing. 

The precipitous climb down into the dale brought 
back memories of the Manifold Valley of a few 
weeks ago. Crawling down a large rabbit hole, 
which turned out to be the mine, we appreciated the 
draught and lower temperature to be found 
underground. The way into Old Ash Cavern was 
soon encountered but access to this area was a treat 
to be saved for those with enough energy and no 
excess bulk on the way back. 

The passages were intricate, never huge, but with 
adequate walking, stooping and crawling room. 
Eventually, a fine slide led to Bridge Cavern, the area 
below the shaft on the hill. At this point, Paul 
belayed from a thoughtfully provided pillar of rock 
and carefully climbed down to the three shafts in the 
floor. Crossing the bridge between two of them, he 
gained the other side and called for the others to 
follow, w hich we all did, straddling the rock like a 
horse. 



Whilst the rest of the party crossed the bridge, the 
remainder of the group explored the passages that 
lead to Mud Shaft and those higher up in Bridge 
Cavern: the way onward lay through Kneebreaker 
Link. Most managed the tight squeeze but those 
who could not returned to Bridge Cavern where Paul 
helped them to return the way they had come. The 
only chance to get severely wet was by looking at 
some prominent pick marks in a blind heading on the 
other side of two pools of water but we managed to 
stay just slightly damp: what a disappointment' 

As expected, there were several members keen 
enough to try Old Ash Cavern, whilst the more 
elderly/portly/sensible individuals went out to enjoy 
the sunshine. However, Lords and Ladies Mine lay 
just across the dale and so we went for a grovel in 
there. A large greasy slab gave access to an almost 
flooded passage with a veritable gust of air through it 
and a rat hole in the floor. Two members entered the 
rat hole but nobody went in the water despite there 
being a bucket available with which to reduce the 
water level. 

Eventually the whole group reassembled, Ol<l Ash 
Cavern remained unbeaten, and we walked up the 
dale towards the cars with a detour to see the 
entrance of Brightgate Cave. Once more Paul 
Chandler had organised and led an enjoyable day out 
in his usual enthusiastic, informative and helpful 
manner. On behalf of those present and the Society, 
I would like to thank him for all the work he puts in 
to these trips. 
Keith Greg01y 

BINCLTFF MINE LEVELS, WETTON. 

The bright, fine Sunday of 26th of March found a 
group of about 15 people in Wetton car park donning 
boiler suits and oversuits ready for another 
underground "meet" with Paul Chandler. 

We set off in two groups to walk about a mile over 
the hill to the south. En route we gathered some 
more enthusiasts thus taking the total number to over 
twenty. We re-grouped at the top of a steep valley 
side above the dry Manifold river bed to start our day 
of exploration. At this point there were signs of mine 
workings, with a line of depressions and possible 
run-in shafts stretching across the fields. After ten 
minutes searching along the top of the wooded 
slopes the entrance to the first of the Bincliff levels 
was found . 
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The Bincliff levels are a set of ad its in the hillside, 
and although none are particularly long, collectively 
they form a considerable extent of mining. The first 
adit we entered (referred to as number 8) was about 
I 00 feet long which went into the hill at a slight 
upward incline. There were signs of other passages 
at the end of the adit that had been back-filled with 
deads, and a shaft or aven similarly filled with stone, 
and held up by some rather rotten wooden stemples. 
Members of the group beat a hasty retreat from this 
area. 

With a quick stop to look at a very short adit 
(number 5) we traversed the hillside to adit number 
I. Full marks to Paul for finding these entrances in 
the overgrown woodland scrub. At nearly 400 feet 
long, it is one of the more significant workings at 
Bincliff, there are the remains of a coe at the 
entrance. Again we had the impression that the 
workings may have been more extensive, but had 
been blocked off with deads. 

Another tack across the hill brought us back below 
where we started and to adit number 2, known as 
Fallows' Level. A short walk in from the entrance 
and a climb over a pile of sand from a roof collapse 
brought us to water - about knee deep. But a few 
yards wade in the passage was rewarded with 
extensive outcrops of cave pearls covering the floor 
of the passage, varying in size from a few millimetres 
to several centimetres in diameter. Several members 
took photographs, but it was difficult to encompass 
the extent of the formations stretching for hundreds 
of feet. At the end of the adit some short crawls and 
climbs into upper workings satisfied those who had 
come for a more sporting trip. After a leisurely look 
round we left the adit and took a break on the flat · 
ground by the entrance in order to dry out and have 
lunch. 

Now - the less charitable amongst us could claim that 
we were lured here on false pretences. We were 
advised of an easy trip, and indeed were warned 
about the deep water, but no one mentioned the hill'! 
When it became clear that the next adit to visit was 
right at the bottom, next to the river, the size of the 
group suddenly shrunk. They offered various lame 
excuses, but we know the truth! So a select dozen 
scrambled, slid , rolled and fell down the hill to the 
riverside and adit number 3, Dukes Deep Level - the 
longest of the Bincliff series 

In all honesty there was not very much to see here, 
but the passages are extensive (some 1300 feet) an<l 
large in section Signs of railway sleepers are 
obvious in the first section and the scale of the 



mining operation seems to have been large. The only 
thing missing is signs of mineralisation and ore - the 
passages seem to follow veins barely half an inch 
thick. 
A hard climb back up the hillside, with a rest halfway 
to look at adit number 4 (another short walk-in, but 
with a shaft in the floor to negotiate with some 
cautious traversing or a big jump) left a somewhat 
breathless group at the top of the hill ready for the 
walk back into Wetton. 

Many thanks to Paul Chandler for organising an 
interesting, if unusual, underground meet to Paul 
Chandler, who some of the group likened to "The 
grand old Duke of York" , with emphasis on the 
marching ... 
John Thorpe 

BOOK REVIEWS 

Please note that all books that are reviewed or 
advertised in the Newsletter are available from the 
Peak District Mining Museum at Matlock Bath. Any 
titles that are not in stock can be obtained at short 
notice. 

"South Crafty Underground" by Paul Deakin, Alan 
Buckley and Karla Riekstins. Published by Penhellick 
Publications. Pocket sized (8.5'' x 5.75"), soft 
backed, 31 pictures. Cost £3.50. 

This is the first in what promjses to be an excellent 
series of picture books (four more are planned) in 
both colour and black and white. All of the pictures 
are captioned with a detailed description which 
explains what is happening and the miners involved 
during day to day working of the mine. These are 
contemporary operations, the record of which will 
become historical pictures for future mining 
historians. 

PDMHS member Paul Deakin is one of the country's 
leading underground photographers, as well as being 
a Mining Engineer and Chartered Surveyor. His 
technique and lighting plots are so good that readers 
will see the mine in greater detail than those who 
work in the mine, the illumination available to the 
miners being restricted to cap lamp illumination. 

Alan Buckley is a mining historian who has worked 
at South Crofty for some 30 years and Karla 
Riekstins is believed to be the first woman Mining 
Engineer to be employed underground in Great 
Britain. She also works at South Crofty. Alan and 
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Karla have provided the caption material for the 
book. 

Paul's pictures are, of course, both excellent and 
fascinating. They give a privileged view of the 
working of Cornwall's last tin mine. The book is 
highly recommended and at the sensible price of 
£3.50, even more so. 
Hany M Parker 

"To be a Gypsum Miner" by Carl R Rogers. 
Published by the Pentland Press Ltd:+ l 83pp. ISBN 
1 85821 189 1. Cost £9.50. 

Carl Rogers started work in Stamphill Mine Well 
Drift (Cumbria) in 1968, transferring to the nearby 
Birks Head Mine in 1969. He moved to Longriggs 
Mine in 1972 and worked at that mine until 1987 
when he was appointed to the post of Mine 
Superintendant at Newbiggin Mine, a post he held 
until 1993 . All of these mines, worked for gypsum 
and some anhydrite, were near to Kirkby Thore 
(NY6325) in the Eden Valley in Cumbria. 
Newbiggin (NY630270) was a short distance to the 
north-west. Longriggs (NY654257) and Birks Head 
(NY668258) were in the same neighbourhood and 
are listed as "still working" in the British Geological 
Survey's "Directory of Mines and Quarries, 1994". 
The deposits mined are within the Permian Eden 
Shales. 

Rogers notes that the workforce at the Cumbrian 
gypsum mines declined from +200 in 1968 to 17 in 
1994. The prircipal use for the gypsum was the 
manufacture of plaster board for interior building 
works. 

The author deals largely with gypsum mining from 
the faceworker's point of view and he gives a vivid 
description of his first few weeks in a strange 
workplace. A significant number of workers had 
moved from lead or barytes mines to work the 
gypsum. The book well covers the human and social 
side of mining but what makes the book so attractive 
is the wealth of technical detail of how the face was 
blasted and of the underground equipment that was 
used in the industry. 

Readers may need some preliminary understanding of 
the technicalities of blasting and stone handling to be 
able to follow the technical descriptions in the book. 
The author does tend to introduce such terms as 
"zero dets" and "ANFO" (presumably an ammonium 
nitrate/fuel oil explosive) and assumes that the terms 
will be instantaneously understood . Eventually, most 
of the technical terms are explained in quite simple 



terms. The book also contains numerous annotated 
sketches and line drawings to illustrate aspects of 
mine development, shot firing and associated 
equipment. 

The book is not well-structured, it has no index and 
there is no guide for further reading on the subject. 
There are no photographs, no location maps or grid 
references. It is, nevertheless, a valuable first hand 
insider's account of mining in an industry sector 
which is seldom in the public eye and on which there 
is so little published literature. 

The book is likely to be of interest to mining 
historians in general and to industrial archaeologists 
and histo~ians in the gypsum mining districts which 
include Cumbria, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and 
Sussex. The text is a most welcome complement to 
the existing books on the gypsum and plaster board 
industry. Carl Rogers' account, with all its faults, is 
highly recommended for those who would like to 
know what was actually done underground, and how 
it was done. 
Paul W Sowan 

Reviewer's Note: - "The History of BPB Industries" 
by David Jenkins ( 1973) and "A saga of British 
Industry. The story of the British Plaster Board 
Group" by John Routley (1959) provide an overview 
from a management viewpoint and contain plenty of 
photographs of the directors and managers of the 
Company. 

NATIONAL STATUS FOR COAL MUSEUM 

Following a recent review of Cap house Mining 
Museum by the Museums and Galleries Commission, 
the museum is to become the National Coal Mining 
Museum of England. The Museum will now house 
the British Coal collection of 1,500 items, including 
coalface equipment and valuable documents. 
(Abstract from Yorkshire Evening Post-16/3/95) 

MONUMENTS PROTECTION PROGRAMME 

English Heritage is currently reviewing sites of 
industrial archaeological interest with a view to 
scheduling the most important sites. Instead of 
looking at mining as a whole, they are looking at 
different sectors, eg lead, copper, coal etc and thi s 
means that they deal with mining aspects as well as 
surface treatment, transport etc, of the sector at the 
same time. Unfo rtunately, it sometimes means that a 
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mine is considered several times, eg for lead, for zinc 
and for barytes etc! 

What basically happens is that English Heritage gives 
a contract to a consultant to do investigational work 
and recommend suitable sites for scheduling. There 
are several "Steps" in this system which involve 
reports and consultation with local groups and 
individuals who can supply information. Recent 
work has been done for lead, copper, zinc, coal, iron 
and vein minerals. If you have not been consulted on 
mine sites for your area and you wish to have an 
input, then try contacting David Cranstone, 267 Kells 
Lane, Low Fell, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE4 
5HV. Tel:- (01914) 914331. 

REGIONALLY IMPORTANT MINERAL 
HERfTAGE SITES 

A meeting was held on 18th March 1995 to discuss 
this proposal that had been submitted by Geoff Cox. 
It was decided that it would not be practical to 
develop the project since the costs of site restoration 
would be large and there was the problem of liability 
in encouraging the public to vi sit a site with mine 
openings. Instead, it was decided to draw up some 
NAMHO guidelines on what methods already existed 
for the protection of sites and which organisations 
with whom the local groups should be encouraged to 
liaise. We should be encouraging local groups to 
identify regional sites of importance and to protect 
these sites. 

SNAILBEACH CENTENARY 

Saturday 4th March 1995 was the centenary of a 
disaster at Snailbeach Mine, Shropshire, when seven 
miners died following the breakage of the winding 
rope in a shaft. Villagers commemorated the event in 
a number of ways including displays in the village hall 
which revealed documents, artifacts and photographs 
which had not been previously known to the mining 
historians of the area. SCMC members had a stall at 
the event and took about 250 visitors around Day 
Level during the weekend. (SCMC) 

MINE SITE PRESERVATION 

The South Shropshire Distri ct Council is applying for 
Conservation Area Partnership Schemes fo r both 
Tankerville and Grit Mine sites, w ith both sites 
possibly being listed. Tankerville is considered to be 
as archaeologically important as Snailbeach. 



At the moment the Tankerville Engine House is in 
danger of slipping down the shaft. The three engine 
houses at Grit are also in need of treatment. 
(SCMC) 

PENDEEN CRAFTS & MINING EXHTBrTTON 

This small mining museum at Pendeen, Cornwall 
(Grid ref SW459379) houses a large working model 
of the Crowns section ofBotallack Mine. It shows 
both skip roads in action. 
(SCMC) 

HELP WANTED 

1. Mr D J Hunt is undertaking a PhD research 
project into the stability effect of groundwater 
recharge upon abandoned coal mine workings. He is 
looking for information on the location of suitable 
sites in Nottinghamshire at which to carry out in-situ 
tests. He is also looking for additional information 
relating to minewater outfall points, local hydrology 
etc. 

If anyone can help, please contact him at Mineral 
Resources Engineering Department, Nottingham 
University, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD. 

2. The following letter has been received from 
a researcher in the Netherlands. 

"The 80km of subterranean limestone quarries in 
Mount St Peter, near Maastricht are protected as a 
natural monument. This gives no guarantee that their 
value as an archive of regional history is being 
preserved. Status as a Cultural Monument will 
guarantee the preservation and is thus more 
desirable. 

The Dutch Status of Cultural Monument applies to 
buildings, or added decorations and ornaments only. 
It is not possible to label the subterranean limestone 
quarries as buildings and, therefore, they cannot rank 
under the Monuments Preservation Law. 

I am trying to establish whether there are any 
subterranean objects in other countries which have a 
cultural value, and which have been given an official 
status as Cultural Monuments. 

If you know of any such subterranean objects would 
you please let me know the following :-

a) the name and location of these objects 
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b) the status that they have acquired 
c) the main reason that they gained this status 

I am particularly interested in objects that equate to 
the subterranean limestone quarries but any other 
example, eg mine or similar example, would be 
helpful." 
If anyone can help, would they please contact Marjan 
Melkert, H.Goovaertswerg 4, 6212 BX Maastricht, 
The Netherlands. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

l. Honister Slate 

Regrettably I must make comment of Ian Tyler's 
book on "Honister Slate". 

Whilst I agree that the standard of presentation is 
good and the archive photographs are excellent, there 
is, however, a large number of fairly major errors of 
fact which, in my mind at least, raise the question as 
to the author's general knowledge of the slate 
industry and his suitability to write a book on it. 

A few of the errors which "jumped out" during my 
reading of the book were:-

a) On page 34 the invention of the Hunter 
Saw is attributed to J W Greaves. This is incorrect. 
The patent (copy in niy possession) attributes this to 
Hunter! Furthermore the author states that thi s saw 
was used at Honister. I find this hard to believe since 
it would tend to shatter the type of rock found there. 

b) The word "circa" is used incorrectly. It is 
used when captioning a photograph to indicate the 
date when buildings in a photograph were built and 
not the date when the photograph was taken, eg 
pages 62 and 63 . However, elsewhere, eg page 64, it 
is used in the conventional manner to indicate the 
approximate date the photograph was taken. 

c) Attention to detail , particularly regarding 
machinery manufacturers, is poor with many 
misspelt, viz:-

"Williams" instead of "Willans" 
"Lawrence and Scott" instead of 

"Laurence Scott" 

d) On page 14 the author states that the 
mechanised slate dresser was invented just before the 
end of the century. This is incorrect . Nathaniel 
Mathews patented one in 1850, whilst Carter 
preceded thi s by 6 years at Delabole. 



I feel that these points, and many more which I have 
not detailed, mean that this book must be treated 
with caution. 
Jon Knowles 

2. Proposed Development at Cawdor Quarry, 
Matlock 

I wish to draw members attention to the proposed 
development in the disused Cawdor Quarry that was 
formerly worked by Tarmac Ltd. The quarry has 
been sold to a developer who proposes to build an 
A6 relief road, a supermarket, a sports centre, an 
industrial estate, housing etc within the quarry. 
Whilst I do not object to the development, I am very 
concerned about the fate of two soughs that flow 
beneath the floor of the disused quarry. The 
developers disclaimed any knowledge of these 
soughs when I recently visited the display that they 
put on for the public to view and to make comments. 

The soughs are Seven Rakes Sough, which appears 
to flow directly beneath the proposed relief road and 
the supermarket, and Snickers/New Oxclose Sough, 
which appears to flow directly beneath the proposed 
sports complex. 

To safeguard the course of these soughs and to stop 
them being blocked (even though we cannot get into 
them), I have written to Mr R Yarwood, Planning 
Officer, Derbyshire Dales District Council, pointing 
out the problems that could occur if no attention or 
consideration was given to these soughs and they 
became blocked. Shades of the Magpie Sough 
blockage and consequent blow out in 1963 -I 966. 

I know that this is a different situation, but these 
soughs are smaller and older than Magpie Sough and 
both of them have been regular sources of water to 
the River Derwent for many years. Seven Rakes 
Sough drains Seven Rakes Mine and the surrounding 
area to the west of Harvey Dale Quarry. 
Snickers/New Oxclose Sough drains Oxclose Mine, 
Robinson's or Leawood Pipe, Noon Nick Vein and 
Jugholes, together with other mines in the area south 
of Snitterton. 

Tarmac Ltd hold the consolidated lead title to the 
lead mines drained by these soughs. They are, 
presumably, still responsible for the repair of these 
soughs under the 1852 Derbyshire Mining Customs 
and Mineral Courts Act (Lead and Lead Mining in 
Derbyshire by Arthur H Stokes and PDMHS Special 
Publication No 2 1964 page 27). Thus, in turn, these 
soughs come under the jurisdiction of the Barmote 
Court. Looking at the reports produced by the 
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developers there is no reference of making contact 
with the Barmaster. I have pointed out this fact to 
Mr Yarwood. 

If any other members feel as strongly as I do about 
the developers respecting these soughs and allowing 
them to continue to flow beneath whatever structures 
are allowed to be built, would they please write as 
soon as possible to Mr Yarwood to express their 
concern on the subject. The proposed development 
application and appropriate reports that have been 
commissioned by the developers are available for 
inspection at Derbyshire Dales District Council 
Planning Office, Town Hall, Matlock. 
Margaret L Howard 
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